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Executive Summary 

 

Figure 1: Organization & Micro-/Macro-Environmental Factors 

The most important finding of this is Case Study is that alignment and fit to 

strategy and an organization’s purpose, vision, mission and environment, 

which requires trade-offs, are sine qua non for effective strategy execution1. 

In order to achieve alignment and fit, the following key disciplines2 (KD) 

emerged as essential in improving effectiveness in strategy execution: 

KD.1 Management and Leadership 

KD.2 Interdisciplinary Cooperation, Collaboration and Information Flow 

KD.3 Decision Making, Responsibility and Accountability 

The following sections summarize important findings and recommendations. 

                                                      
1
 Results are based on findings related to application of McKinsey 7-S Framework. Mi-

chael E. Porter’s “First-, second- and third-order fit hypothesis” (abbrev: FST-order fit) 

as well as literature and article research on effectiveness and strategy execution. 
2
 Identified key disciplines base on literature and article research as well as personal 

experience. 
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Findings and Recommendations Regarding the Key Disciplines 

– Management & Leadership 

o There exist some common business realities that seem to be univer-

sally valid for any organization. 

o Management alone is not sufficient – leadership is necessary as well. 

o Management must interpret an organization’s purpose and execute it. 

o Management means to be responsible to force trade-offs. 

o To satisfy stakeholders is a constraint that must be lead and man-

aged. 

o Conflict must be (pro-) actively managed and used to lever effective-

ness. 

o Incentives must be managed and aligned to and organization’s pur-

pose. 

– Interdisciplinary Cooperation, Collaboration and Information Flow 

o Silos are Destroying Cross-Functional and Interdisciplinary Work. 

o Conflict in Organizations must be used as lever for effectiveness. 

o Adequate and Unfiltered Information Must Flow Cross-Organizational. 

o Essential Ingredients for Effective cooperation and collaboration must 

be considered. 

– Decision Making, Responsibility and Accountability 

o Decisions must be split up and need to be converted into action. 

o Decision scope is essential in order to decide at all. 

o A strategic principle or strategy statement helps to define a decision 

scope. 

o Decisions remain risky as any decision scope usually must be set on 

interpretation and judgement. 

o No decision has been made until the resulting activities have been 

completed and have become part of organizational behavior. 

o Responsibility and accountability for decisions must be clear and 

transparent. 

What are the Benefits of Effective Strategy Execution? 

Strategy development and execution are necessary to create a unique as well 

as valuable position and to drive sustainability and competitive advantage. De-



 III 

 

velopment and execution of strategy is complex, binding important resources, 

time consuming and expensive. Both are complex – even more, as globalization 

and usage of as well as dependency on new technologies increased.  

Effective strategy execution is reinforcing investments for strategy development 

and supports an organization’s resilience. Furthermore effective execution pre-

vents dysfunctioning of important resources as well as paralyzed and frustrated 

employees. 

Additionally, effective strategy execution supports organizations in meeting their 

purpose, their vision and mission. 

Further details on key questions, findings and recommendations of this 

Case Study can be found in chapter “Conclusion". 
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“It is always futile to restore normality; “normality” is on-

ly the reality of yesterday. The job is not to impose 

yesterday’s normal on a changed today; but to change 

the business, its behaviors, its attitudes, its expecta-

tions – as well as its products, its markets, and its dis-

tributive channels – to fit the new realities”.  

(Drucker, 2006a, p. 9) 
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1 Introduction 

“A brilliant strategy can put you on the competitive map. But only solid 

execution can keep you there” (Neilson, Martin & Powers, 2008, p. 143). On 

the one hand, this sentence seems logical and easy to comprehend. On the 

other hand its implications seem anything but easy to realize. Studies3 show 

that most companies are not very good in executing their strategy. Anyhow, this 

finding is unfortunate and incomprehensible at the same time, because strategy 

is essential for each organization in order to create a unique as well as valuable 

position and to drive sustainability and competitive advantage. Therefore strate-

gy development is key for any organization and fundamental for organizational 

resilience. Ineffective strategy execution, on the other hand, is dysfunctioning 

important resources which can lead to paralyzed and frustrated employees. De-

velopment and execution of strategy is complex, binding important resources 

and time consuming. Ergo both are expensive and even more complex as 

speed of change as well as globalization and usage of new technologies in-

creased. Furthermore, ineffective strategy execution is ruining investments for 

strategy development and can be life-threatening for an organization. In addi-

tion, it is an indicator for irresponsibility of (top) management, because “execu-

tives are not paid for doing things they like to do. They are paid for getting the 

right things done […],” (Drucker, 2006b, p. 158), which essentially contributes to 

an organization’s effectiveness. But reality seems to be different. 

What Organizations usually do to Improve Strategy Execution… 

Neilson, Martin and Powers (2008) asserted that first reactions of organizations 

are usually to redraw the organization chart or that they try to lead through in-

centives, when they realize that their company is struggling with strategy execu-

tion. “All too often”, as the authors diagnose. Even more interesting (or worry-

ing) is that these circumstances are anything but new and it seems like they 

exist since the first organization has been established. Waterman, Peters and 

Phillips (1980) observed this common behavior as well and note: 

                                                      
3
 E.g. survey data that Neilson, Martin and Powers (2008) have been collecting for almost 

five years from more than 125,000 employees of some 1,000 organizations in more 

than 50 countries. Some survey results (as one example) can be found in Appendix D. 
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Intellectually all managers and consultants know that much more goes on in the process 

of organizing than the charts, boxes, dotted lines, position descriptions, and matrices 

can possibly depict. But all too often we behave as though we didn't know it; if we want 

change we change the structure. (p. 14) 

These statements do not mean that such actions are wrong, but usually they fall 

far too short. The reason for this might sound simple: Such actions address just 

isolated aspects within a complex and interrelated system like an organization. 

Waterman, Peters and Phillips (1980) are summarizing: 

In the face of complexity and multiple competing demands, organizations simply can't 

handle decision making in a totally rational way. Not surprisingly, then, a single blunt in-

strument – like structure – is unlikely to prove the master tool that can change organiza-

tions with best effect. (p. 16) 

Even though Alfred Chandler pointed out that a strategy of diversity forces a 

decentralized structure4, Waterman, Peters and Phillips (1980) assess that it is 

not “[…] the be-all and end-all of organization wisdom” (p. 20): 

 […] strategy rarely seemed to dictate unique structural solutions. Moreover, the main 

problem in strategy had turned out to be execution: getting it done; and that important 

business assumptions are buried deep in the minutiae of organizational systems and 

other habitual routines whose origins have been long obscured by time. (p. 15) 

True, “[…] organizational structure, systems, and processes need to be strate-

gy-specific [...]” (Porter, 1996, p. 27), but as evidence shows, focusing just on 

these elements is insufficient and can lure the whole organization into a mis-

leading quest for the Holy Grail while missing its purpose. As “[…] overall ad-

vantage or disadvantage results from all a company’s activities, not only a few” 

(Porter, 1996, p. 9), the essence of strategy must be reinforced by an organiza-

tion’s activities, which also includes choosing what not to do: “Otherwise, a 

strategy is nothing more than a marketing slogan that will not withstand compe-

tition” (Porter, 1996, p. 9). Summarizing the statements above: Improving effec-

tiveness of strategy execution is more than focusing on elimination of isolated 

symptoms and “[…] crash programs which attempt to «solve» this or that partic-

ular «urgent» problem rarely achieve right and lasting results” (Drucker, 2006a, 

p. 3). This circumstance is often suppressed and neglected; indeed we all know 

it better – intuitionally. 

 

                                                      
4
 This finding has been generalized to the well-known notion “structure follows strategy” 

(Chandler, 1962; cited by Waterman, Peters & Phillips, 1980, p. 20). 
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What should be done to Improve Effectiveness of Strategy Execution?  

Answering this crucial question is anything but easy. As the findings above im-

ply, organizations must be considered as a whole and solutions to improve ef-

fectiveness must be interdisciplinary applied and integrated with its “Corporate 

DNA”. Of course, a one-size-fits-all-solution does not exist. But what might be 

sure is that there exists (at least) one right approach for each organization.  

This Case Study highlights some important cornerstones that practically proved 

to drive effectiveness in organizations. Additionally it addresses the following 

key questions (KQ): 

KQ.1 Why does effective strategy execution matter? 

KQ.2 Which “parts” of an organization should be focused? 

KQ.3 Which are important cornerstones for effective strategy execution? 

To answer the questions above, this Case Study is structured as follows: 

Table 1: Overview on Chapter Contents 

# Title Content 

2 Strategic Management & 
McKinsey 7-S Framework 

Defines the organizational context and introduces the 
McKinsey 7-S Framework as heuristic analysis tool in 
order to improve organizational effectiveness. 

3 Cornerstones for Effective 
Strategy Execution 

Identification of essential cornerstones that practically 
proved their influence on improvement of organizational 
effectiveness and effective strategy execution. At a mini-
mum these cornerstones might be considered as poten-
tial levers that are recommended to be carefully analyzed. 

4 Conclusion Summarizes findings of this Case Study and points out 
statements of conclusions reached by addressing its ini-
tial questions. 

 

The Appendix provides further information on the “McKinsey 7-S Framework 

(7S)”, important definitions, selected study results as well as a brief experience 

report. 

Regarding research and bibliography, this Case Study primarily focuses on se-

lected articles of Harvard Business Review (HBR) which have been published 

during the last 20-30 years as well as related literature written by world-wide 

acknowledged and honored experts. 
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2 Strategic Management & McKinsey 7-S 

Framework 

 

Figure 2: Strategic Management Model
5
 

Strategic Management and Strategy Execution 

The whole discipline of strategic management is complex, difficult and time 

consuming. Schematically it can be separated into different steps, as exemplari-

ly illustrated in Figure 2. In practice, “[…] the process of developing a winning 

strategy6 is much more messy, experimental, and iterative […]” and “[….] col-

lapses from a sequential path into a simultaneous coming together of the ele-

ments [that are relevant to create a winning strategy]” (Campbell & Alexander, 

1997, p. 46) that need to complementarily reinforce each other. According to 

Lombriser and Abplanalp (2010, cited by Lombriser, 2014) the following frame-

works, tools and disciplines can support an organization to successfully execute 

strategy, as shown in the highlighted box in Figure 2: 

                                                      
5
 Adapted according to Lombriser and Abplanalp (2010, cited by Lombriser, 2014); trans-

lated from German to English. Model has been individually highlighted to emphasize 

context of this Case Study. 
6
 Like using the MOST method, which means mission, objectives, strategy and tactics as 

recommended by Campbell and Alexander (1997). 
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– 7S 

– Balanced Scorecard (BSC)7 

– Change Management 

– Control 

These frameworks, tools and disciplines are just a selection8 and may not be 

considered as the be-all and end-all that guarantees success regarding effec-

tive strategy execution. In fact, “just as the individual human being, the organi-

zation likewise requires a large number of measurements in order to classify 

their health and performance” (Drucker, 2014, p. 29)9 and to derive appropriate 

means and actions for improvement. Additionally, “[….] only the over-all view of 

the entire business as an economic system can give real knowledge” (Drucker, 

2006a, p. 11). Nevertheless, these frameworks, tools and disciplines integrate 

many essential aspects of organizational effectiveness and strategy execution 

that successfully proved their practical applicability. Means, measures and ac-

tions, which have been derived accordingly, repeatedly produced significant 

improvement.  

As an explanation and usage of all elements, tools and frameworks that have 

been suggested by Lombriser and Abplanalp and/or further existing methods 

would go beyond the scope of this Case Study, it focuses primarily on McKin-

sey’s 7-S Framework (Peters & Waterman, 2006; Waterman, Peters & Phillips, 

1980) as “heuristic” starting point for analysis as well as to identify some im-

portant ingredients for organizational effectiveness. But even though 7S is fo-

cused within this Case Study, activities and contents that may belong to the 

three other elements are considered as well – where appropriate.  

                                                      
7
 For relationship between McKinsey 7-S Framework and Balanced Scorecard; and how 

the latter might enhance the former see Kaplan, 2005. 
8
 Of course, there exists a wide range of other frameworks for diagnosing organizational 

effectiveness, like cited by Bradach (1996), e.g.: Michael Beer, Bert Spector, Paul Law-

rence, D. Quinn Mills, and Richard Walton, Managing Human Assets, 1984; Jeffrey 

Pfeffer, Competitive Advantage Through People, 1994; Randall Schuller, “Strategic 

Human Resources Management: Linking the People with the Strategic Needs of the 

Business,” Organizational Dynamics, 1992; David A. Nadler and Michael L. Tushman, 

“Designing Organizations that Have Good Fit: A Framework for Understanding New Ar-

chitectures,” in David Nadler, Marc Gerstein, Robert Shaw, and Associates, Organiza-

tional Architecture, 1992. 
9
 Citation translated from German to English. 
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Core Variables of McKinsey 7-S Framework  

7S considers the following core variables10, which are interconnected within a 

dynamic relationship to each other (Weber, 1998), as relevant for organizational 

effectiveness and therefore as essential for effective strategy execution: 

– Strategy 

– Structure 

– Systems 

– Style 

– Staff 

– Skills 

– Superordinate Goals 

These core variables can be considered as an abstraction layer of, or view on, 

an organization. Strategy, Structure, Systems, Style, Staff, Skills and Superor-

dinate Goals are almost distinctive elements that can be identified in any organ-

ization. But even though these variables are distinctively recognizable, they are 

interconnected at the same time. This means that, in practice, they overlap and 

influence each other. In order to improve an organization, all core variables 

must be considered simultaneously and as a whole.  

More detailed information on 7S can be found in Appendix A. 

  

                                                      
10

 A definition of the core variables can be found in Appendix A.2 Core Variable Defini-

tion. 
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3 Cornerstones for Effective Strategy 

Execution 

3.1  Organizational Alignment, Fit & Trade-Offs 

Already at beginning of the 80s, Waterman, Peters and Phillips (1980) observed 

that “[…] 90 percent of carefully planned strategies don't work. If that is so, our 

guess would be that the failure is a failure in execution […], resulting from inat-

tention to the other S's [of the McKinsey 7-S Framework]” (pp. 18f). 

But what does Effective Execution Actually Mean? 

Answering this question in general and universally valid is difficult – if not even 

impossible. Hence it cannot be answered particularly for all organizations within 

this Case Study. But there are some important aspects in a broader sense of 

“effective execution” that might be essential for any organization at any given 

point in time, because “businesses are different, but business is much the same 

[…]. There is a common business reality” (Drucker, 2006a, p. 4).  

In very simple terms, “effectiveness” means nothing else than “getting the right 

things done” – in contrast to “efficiency”, which means in equally simple terms 

“doing the things right”. Furthermore, effectiveness means focusing on opportu-

nities that can be converted to economic results by a specific organization, 

which has been emphasized by Drucker (2006a) about 50 years ago: 

Economists talk a great deal about the maximization of profit in business. This, as count-

less critics have pointed out, is so vague a concept as to be meaningless. But «maximi-

zation of opportunities» is a meaningful, indeed a precise, definition of the entrepreneur-

ial job. It implies that effectiveness rather than efficiency is essential in business. The 

pertinent question is not how to do things right but how to find the right things to do, and 

to concentrate resources and efforts in them. (p. 6) 

Thus, if “to execute effectively” means “getting the right things done”, the con-

sequently following question of interest is:  

What are those Almost Mystical Right Things to do?  

This, first of all, leads to questions on the purpose of an organization – which 

should be, and actually is, more than maximization of revenue and/or minimiza-
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tion of costs, even though profit remains essential: “Profit is not a goal in itself, 

but a requirement” (Drucker, 2014, p. 49)11.  

Simply spoken, “purpose” is the organization-specific answer on questions like, 

why an organization exists, what it wants to contribute and how this contribution 

is manifested in its activities, which has been summarized by Drucker (2014)12 

as follows: 

They [organizations] do not exist for their own sake, but serve a specific social purpose 

and have to meet a particular need of society, community or an individual. They are not 

ends in themselves, but serve as means to an end. (p. 31) 

This, of course, also integrates monetary aspects that are important to any or-

ganization. Free of doubt, managers have to give priority to economic perfor-

mance in every decision and in every measure or activity they make. Generally, 

they draw their “raison d'être” as well as their authority by achieving economic 

results. An organization or management team that cannot demonstrate eco-

nomic results has simply failed (Drucker, 2014), but “[….] profit can only be 

earned by providing something the market accepts as value and is willing to pay 

for as such” (Drucker, 2006a, p. 6). This is universally spoken and irrespective 

of whether or not this something is generally considered as meaningful or sus-

tainable. But just at first sight – or as Drucker (2014)13 asserts: 

[And] in our pluralist society of organizations, a company must complement its funda-

mental interest in economic goods and services by a concern for the quality of life - that 

is for the physical, human and social environment of modern man and the modern 

community. (p. 34) 

In general, an organization’s purpose might be considered as the trinity of: 

– Mission: Why we exist. 

– Values: What we believe in and how we will behave. 

– Vision: What we want to be.14 

But, what does this mean in context of effectiveness? If effectiveness means, 

doing the right things, thus effectiveness is more or less the extent to which an 

                                                      
11

 Citation translated from German to English. 
12

 Citation translated from German to English. 
13

 Citation translated from German to English. 
14

 Cited according to findings of Collis and Rukstad (2008). Of course, there exist other 

definitions, but more or less they can be applied to mission, values and vision. 
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organization achieves its set goals with respect to its purpose and economic 

results. The former and the latter cannot be analyzed just internally only. Pur-

pose and economic results are connected to the market and an organization’s 

external environment as well. Especially the latter is related to efficiency like-

wise.  

Applying the trinity above, effectiveness is the extent to which an organization 

accomplishes its vision and mission. How an organization is applying its postu-

lated values to daily business as well as the manifestation of these values in 

corporate culture and, again, the extent to which an organization achieves sus-

tainable, economic results. Both foster an organization’s competitive advantage. 

An organization’s purpose then provides the raw direction that should be used 

to derive and choose the right things to do that need to be effectively and effi-

ciently executed in order to achieve economic results.  

How can Effectiveness be achieved? 

Peter Drucker highlights an important fact in relation to effective execution, 

which is about “[…] to find the right things to do, and [to] concentrate resources 

and efforts in them” (Drucker, 2006a, p. 6). But where can one start in order to 

increase an organization’s effectiveness? According to Drucker (2006a), effec-

tiveness cannot simply be achieved by increased sales and revenue, because 

results and costs are inversely related to each other. Although economic results 

are directly proportionate to revenue, costs, however, are directly proportionate 

to the number and effectiveness of transactions (or activities) executed in order 

to achieve economic results – despite purchased materials and parts that go 

directly into the final product.  

Porter (1996) considers strategy to be more than just its definition and suggests 

“the root of the problem is the failure to distinguish between operational effec-

tiveness and strategy” (p. 1) – which might be considered as having a success-

fully developed strategy (strategy) and its execution (operational effectiveness). 

Additionally, Porter (1996) revived Drucker’s statement on the inverse relation-

ship of results and costs with regard to effectiveness and competitive ad-

vantage: 

Cost is generated by performing activities, and cost advantage arises from performing 

particular activities more efficiently than competitors. Similarly, differentiation arises 
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from both the choice of activities and how they are performed. Activities, then are the 

basic units of competitive advantage. Overall advantage or disadvantage results from all 

a company’s activities, not only a few. (p. 2) 

Therefore, strategy development and strategy execution are inseparable sib-

lings that must support and reinforce each other. Especially economic results, 

which are achieved through all an organization’s activities, are linked to efficien-

cy as well, however, not only: “Operational effectiveness (OE) means perform-

ing similar activities better than rivals perform them. Operational effectiveness 

includes but is not limited to efficiency,” (Porter, 1996, p. 2). Activities must be 

effective, too. 

Well, this seems reasonable as it is insufficient to execute a wrong strategy effi-

ciently and effectively. The same applies to a great strategy that is inefficiently 

and ineffectively executed. On the other hand it is also a reality that operational 

effectiveness alone is insufficient as it leads an organization closer to the so-

called “productivity frontier”15 that has been mentioned by Porter (1996): 

Constant improvement in operational effectiveness is necessary to achieve superior 

profitability. However, it is not usually sufficient. Few companies have competed suc-

cessfully on the basis of operational effectiveness over an extended period, and staying 

ahead of rivals gets harder every day. The most obvious reason for that is the rapid dif-

fusion of best practices. [….] But although such competition produces absolute im-

provement in operational effectiveness, it leads to relative improvement for no one. (p. 

6)  

This consequently leads to a dilution of an organization’s strategic position as 

well as its competitive differentiation. Even though an organization’s environ-

ment forces an infinite reflection on its strategic position and on questions like 

how to stay healthy and competitive, at the end it counts how an organization 

implements its strategy, which has been asserted by Porter (1996) as follows: 

Although external changes can be the problem, the greater threat to strategy often 

comes from within. A sound strategy is undermined by a misguided view of competition, 

by organizational failures, and, especially, by the desire to grow. (p. 28) 

“The essence of strategy is choosing what not to do.” (Porter, 1996, p. 20) 

To achieve effectiveness in strategy execution, making strategy-supporting 

                                                      
15

 The “productivity frontier” is the maximum value a company can deliver at a given cost, 

given the best available technology, skills and management techniques. This frontier 

constantly shifts outwards, as any best practice can easily be emulated by any competi-

tor and consequently leads to competitive convergence – which means more indistin-

guishable companies. For more information see Porter (1996). 
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trade-offs in decisions and forging fit through aligned resources and activities in 

different levels of the organization is essential. Kaplan (2005) summarizes this 

as follows: 

Companies still need to strive for the best choice of structure, whether it involves organ-

izing by function, product groups, technologies, channels, market segments, or regions, 

or by some combination thereof, such as a matrix or networked organization. But even 

the best choice cannot solve the complex trade-offs between specialized expertise and 

cross-unit integration and synergies. (p. 4) 

Underpinning this systemic fact, Porter (1996) sums up that “competitive ad-

vantage comes from the way its activities fit and reinforce one another” (p. 21) 

and by focusing on the long-term “sustainability comes from the activity system, 

not the parts” (p. 29). “Tailoring organization to strategy, in turn, makes com-

plementarities more achievable and contributes to sustainability” (p. 27). Addi-

tionally Porter (1996) emphasizes the importance of trade-offs as well:  

For the past decade, as managers have improved operational effectiveness greatly, they 

have internalized the idea that eliminating trade-offs is a good thing. But if there are no 

trade-offs companies will never achieve a sustainable advantage. They will have to run 

faster and faster just to stay in place [because of the productivity frontier]. 

As we return to the question, What is strategy? we see that trade-offs add a new di-

mension to the answer. Strategy is making trade-offs in competing. The essence of 

strategy is choosing what not to do. Without trade-offs, there would be no need for 

choice and thus no need for strategy. Any good idea could and would be quickly imitat-

ed. (p. 20) 

Porter (1996) distinguishes three consecutive “levels of fit” that may be consid-

ered as maturity levels of strategic alignment and effectiveness: 

– First-order fit: Simple consistency between each activity (function) and the 

overall strategy. Consistency ensures that the competitive advantages of ac-

tivities cumulate and do not erode or cancel themselves out. Further, con-

sistency makes it easier to communicate the strategy to customers, employ-

ees, and shareholders, and improves implementation through single-

mindedness in the corporation. 

– Second-order fit: Occurs when activities are reinforcing. 

– Third-order fit: Goes beyond activity reinforcement to what Porter refers to 

as optimization of effort. Coordination and information exchange across ac-

tivities to eliminate redundancy and minimize wasted effort are the most 

basic types of effort optimization. 
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Consequentially, fit indispensably requires an interdisciplinary view on an or-

ganization as well as internal and external environmental integration, like Porter 

(1996) summarizes: 

In all three types of fit, the whole matters more than any individual part. Competitive ad-

vantage grows out of the entire system of activities. The fit among activities substantially 

reduces cost or increases differentiation. Beyond that, the competitive value of individu-

al activities – or the associated skills, competencies, or resources – cannot be decou-

pled from the system [which means the company as a whole] or the strategy. (p. 26) 

The Nature of Change in Highly Interdependent Systems 

Porter (1996) diagnosed that “achieving fit is difficult because it requires the 

integration of decisions and actions across many independent subunits” (pp. 

26f). Even though those subunits might be more or less “independent”, he em-

phasizes that “fit is important because discrete activities often affect one anoth-

er” (p. 21). But why is it so difficult? Because an organization is a complex, in-

terrelated system and as humans are the central resource of any organization, 

complexity rises with individuality of humans, their habits and behavior as well 

as several conflicts of interests.  

 

Figure 3: Creating change in systems of varying interdependence.
16

 

                                                      
16

 Kotter, 1996, p. 143. 
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As illustrated in Figure 3, Kotter (1996) states “[…] changing highly interde-

pendent settings is extremely difficult because, ultimately, you have to change 

nearly everything” (Kotter, 1996, p. 142).  

Coming back to 7S, Waterman, Peters and Phillips (1980) observed a similar 

“natural law”: 

The interconnectedness of the variables – the idea is that it's difficult, perhaps impossi-

ble, to make significant progress in one area without making progress in the others as 

well. Notions of organization change that ignore its many aspects or their interconnect-

edness are dangerous. (p. 18) 

These statements imply that it must be carefully examined if a change in strate-

gy is truly necessary and possible, because “the inevitable result of frequent 

shifts in strategy […] is «me-too» or hedged activity configurations, inconsisten-

cies across functions, and organizational dissonance” (Porter, 1996, p. 28). 

Once again, all the findings that have been mentioned above, lead back to the 

hypothesis that a company must be seen as a whole along its value chain, con-

sidering all its activities integrated to its environment. Additionally, strategy and 

execution need to reinforce each other, which has been emphasized by Porter 

(1996), who distinguishes the so-called operational and strategic agenda: 

The operational agenda involves continual improvement everywhere there are no trade-

offs. Failure to do this creates vulnerability even for companies with a good strategy. 

The operational agenda is the proper place for constant change, flexibility, and relent-

less efforts to achieve best practice. In contrast, the strategic agenda is the right place 

for defining a unique position, making clear trade-offs, and tightening fit. It involves the 

continual search for ways to reinforce and extend the company’s position. The strategic 

agenda demands discipline and continuity; its enemies are distraction and compromise. 

(p. 35f) 

Alignment in Context of 7S 

Comparability of effectiveness between different organizations is quite difficult, 

as one organization might have a more ambitious purpose or more demanding 

goals as another or because their businesses differentiate highly in complexity 

and competitiveness. Furthermore there exist different views on effectiveness 

and success – internal as well as external, like Weber (1998) states: 

From the perspective of some external stakeholders (e.g., institutional or individual in-

vestors, banks, financial analysts, etc.), performance of the firm may be thought of in 

largely macro-financial terms (e.g., share-price trends, price-earnings ratios, earnings-

per-share growth, return-on-equity, net profit after taxes, economic value added, market 
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value added, etc.). Industry observers and experts will be particularly interested in the 

performance of the firm within its industry grouping and/or the performance of the indus-

try. [….] But anyone intending to be effective in a firm will benefit from an understanding 

of how different measures of success influence the world view of people that they are 

attempting to influence or lead. (p. 3) 

Nevertheless, as the findings above imply, major levers to improve effective-

ness are forcing fit of an organization to its internal and external environment as 

well as an alignment of all its parts and activities. In context of 7S, this means 

aligning all S into one direction in order to reinforce the organization’s purpose, 

as the following image illustrates: 

  

Figure 4: 7S – Misaligned (left) and aligned (right) organizations
17

 

Waterman, Peters and Phillips (1980) emphasize that an organization needs to 

“[…] concentrate on interactions and fit. The real energy required to redirect an 

institution comes when all the variables in the model are aligned” (p. 26). Weber 

(1998) summarizes the interconnected alignment of 7S as follows: 

A major premise of the 7-S model is that many performance issues are rooted in a lack 

of alignment among the various Ss. And more importantly, in high-performing organiza-

tions, the various Ss tend to be “aligned”. Intuitively, the alignment hypothesis makes a 

lot of sense. For example, if an organization is committed to developing “innovation and 

entrepreneurship” as a shared value, and it has performance measurement systems 

that reward predictable, incremental performance improvements and a multi-layered, 

hierarchical structure, it is unlikely to be able to create or sustain the intended values. 

Indeed, a systematic analysis of an organization using the [Expanded] 7-S perspective 

can help organizational designers anticipate ways in which changes in one dimension of 

the organization will require changes in other parts, and provide leaders with clear op-

portunities to bring errant Ss into alignment. (p. 14) 

At the end, strategy, structure and systems should primarily be considered as 

tools and containers that support reinforcement of an organization’s purpose. 

                                                      
17

 Adapted according to Weber (1998). 
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The core of organizational effectiveness depends on all an organization’s daily 

actions that are executed by humans – and this vivid part can truly be aligned, 

when adequately considering the “Soft Ss” of the 7-S Framework and not un-

derestimating the “Hard S” neither, as Kaplan (2005) states: 

When strategy, structure, and systems are tightly integrated, the odds for successful 

strategy implementation are raised substantially. The converse is also true; when one of 

the three hard S’s is unaligned, typically because the system focuses on financial 

measures alone, success is much harder, and less likely, to be achieved. (p. 4) 

According to Neilson, Martin and Powers (2008) it must be distinguished with 

respect to effectiveness between “visible symptoms” and the “underlying cause” 

(p. 144). They summarize that addressing structure means addressing just “vis-

ible symptoms”. Examples for “underlying causes” might be the question on 

“how people made decisions and how they were held accountable [for them]” 

(p. 144). Kaplan (2005) emphasizes the significance that all seven S must be 

taken into account and aligned as well: 

Economists and many management scholars tend to focus on strategy, structure, and 

systems (such as the impact of incentive and reward systems), leaving to scholars in 

the softer social sciences (organizational behavior, psychology, sociology, and anthro-

pology) the uphill task of justifying the importance of skills, staff, style, and shared val-

ues. (Kaplan, 2005, p. 3) 

Finally, the content of this chapter can be summarized using the conclusions 

that emerged after a series of studies over three decades, according to Bradach 

(1996): 

1) There is no single best way to organize. 

2) The ideal organization is one that is aligned with or “fits” its environment. 

3) An organization is a complex system with interrelated elements, each of 

which contributes to an organization’s effectiveness. 

4) There are seven key elements of an organization that are critical in un-

derstanding an organization’s effectiveness: strategy, structure, systems, 

staffing, skills, style and shared values. 

5) To be effective, an organization must have a high degree of “fit” or inter-

nal alignment among these seven elements; that is, each S is consistent 

with and reinforces the other S’s. 
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3.2 Key Disciplines for Effective Strategy Execution 

Well, the section above describes effective strategy execution on a very high 

level view. But one important finding is that effectiveness’ sine qua non is relat-

ed to concentration of an organization’s resources on its strategy – at the end, 

concentration of its people and their activities. Therefore a more macro-

execution view is necessary in order to understand essential ingredients for ef-

fective strategy execution. As the context of this Case Study cannot provide 

recommendations to any kind of activity for any company at any given point in 

time, it provides recommendations for aggregations of these activities to a set of 

key disciplines18 (KD) that seem to be the most fundamental ones for each or-

ganization. In particular the following key disciplines emerged as important lev-

ers for effective strategy execution: 

KD.1 Management and Leadership 

KD.2 Interdisciplinary Cooperation, Collaboration and Information Flow 

KD.3 Decision Making, Responsibility and Accountability 

In practice these disciplines and its corresponding activities are not consequen-

tially distinctive. Rather they overlap each other. Therefore, the following find-

ings and recommendations are assigned to the discipline that seems to be the 

most adequate. 

3.2.1 Management & Leadership 

Some Parts of the Management 101? 

One very basic function of management might be summarized as follows: 

[…] empower people through shared values, objectives and structures, through educa-

tion and training to accomplish a common performance and to respond to changes. 

(Drucker, 2014, p. 20)
19

 

Mankins and Steele (2005) identified the following seven rules for successful 

strategy execution that must be realized and secured by management: 

                                                      
18

 Of course, further disciplines exist, which are essential for effective strategy execution. 
19

 Citation translated from German to English. 
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Table 2: Seven Rules Management of Effective Strategy Execution 

Rule Recommendations Example 

Keep it simple Avoid drawn-out descriptions of lofty 
goals. Instead, clearly describe what 
your company will and won’t do. 

 

Executives at European investment-
banking giant Barclays Capital stat-
ed they wouldn’t compete with large 
U.S. investment banks or in unprofit-
able equitymarket segments. In-
stead, they’d position Barclays for 
investors’ burgeoning need for fixed 
income. 

Challenge 
assumptions 

Ensure that the assumptions under-
lying your long-term strategic plans 
reflect real market economics and 
your organization’s actual perfor-
mance relative to rivals’ 

Struggling conglomerate Tyco com-
missioned cross-functional teams in 
each business unit to continuously 
analyze their markets’ profitability 
and their offerings, costs, and price 
positioning relative to competitors’. 
Teams met with corporate execu-
tives biweekly to discuss their find-
ings. The revamped process gener-
ated more realistic plans and con-
tributed to Tyco’s dramatic turna-
round. 

Speak the 
same lan-
guage 

Unit leaders and corporate strategy, 
marketing, and finance teams must 
agree on a common framework for 
assessing performance. 

Some high-performing companies 
use benchmarking to estimate the 
size of the profit pool available in 
each market their company serves, 
the pool’s potential growth, and the 
company’s likely portion of that pool, 
given its market share and profitabil-
ity. By using the shared approach, 
executives easily agree on financial 
projections. 

Discuss re-
source de-
ployments 
early 

Challenge business units about 
when they’ll need new resources to 
execute their strategy. By asking 
questions such as, “How fast can 
you deploy the new sales force?” 
and “How quickly will competitors 
respond?” you create more feasible 
forecasts and plans. 

No example stated. 

Identify priori-
ties 

Delivering planned performance 
requires a few key actions taken at 
the right time, in the right way. Make 
strategic priorities explicit, so every-
one knows what to focus on. 

No example stated. 

Continuously 
monitor per-
formance 

Track real-time results against your 
plan, resetting planning assumptions 
and reallocating resources as need-
ed. You’ll remedy flaws in your plan 
and its execution—and avoid confus-
ing the two. 

No example stated. 

Develop exe-
cution ability 

No strategy can be better than the 
people who must implement it. Make 
selection and development of man-
agers a priority. 

Barclays’ top executive team takes 
responsibility for all hiring. Members 
vet each others’ potential hires and 
reward talented newcomers for su-
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perior execution. And stars aren’t 
penalized if their business enters 
new markets with lower initial re-
turns. 

 

Drucker (2014) summarizes some main tasks and responsibilities of top man-

agement focusing on internal aspects as follows: 

You have to formulate a clear task, find the right place for employees and educate them 

constantly, align the management according to objectives and demand self-control, 

combine high demands with a corresponding responsibility and draw the employees for 

their achievements and results into account. (p. 71)
20

 

Management must interpret an Organization’s Purpose and execute it 

 

Figure 5: A Hierarchy of company statements.
21

 

Essential precondition for strategy development and execution might be transla-

tion of an organization’s purpose into its vision, mission and values. One first 

step in order to support effectiveness in strategy development and execution 

must be, to rollout this translation and all corresponding activities throughout an 

organization. As one rule, mentioned above is named “keep it simple”, a strate-

gy statement should be developed that can be considered as outer bend point 

of organizational context. An effective strategic principle or strategy statement, 

one that has been truly realized within an organization, lets a company simulta-

neously: 

                                                      
20

 Citation translated from German to English. 
21

 Collis & Rukstad, 2008, p. 84. 
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– Maintain strategic focus. 

– Empower workers to innovate and take risks. 

– Seize fleeting opportunities, 

– Create products and services that meet subtle shifts in customers’ needs.22 

Management means to be Responsible to Force Trade-Offs 

 “Defining the objective, scope, and advantage requires trade-offs, which Porter 

identified as fundamental to strategy” (Collis & Rukstad, 2008, p. 83f). And 

management has to take responsibility to force trade-offs in order to positively 

influence effectiveness. Trade-offs are especially necessary because usually, 

within organizations, there exist more important objectives that want to be 

reached and more important tasks that need to be completed than there is staff 

and time available. Therefore, there is always a deficit. (Drucker, 2006b) This 

leads to ultimately necessary preconditions for effectiveness and demand for 

trade-offs: 

If there is any one «secret» of effectiveness, it is concentration. Effective executives do 

first things first and they do one thing at a time. [Therefore emerges] the need to con-

centrate the human strengths available to him [the executive] on major opportunities. 

This is the only way to get results. But the way to apply productively mankind’s great 

range is to bring to bear a large number of individual capabilities on one task. [….] Peo-

ple do, of course, differ. Some do their best work when doing two tasks in parallel at the 

same time, thus providing a change of pace. [But] executives can hardly assume that 

they are «executive Mozarts
23

»”.[….] The more one can concentrate time, effort, and 

resources, the greater the number and diversity of tasks one can actually perform. [….] 

The executive who wants to be effective and who wants his organization to be effective 

polices all programs, all activities, all tasks. He always asks: “Is this still worth doing?” 

And if it isn’t, he gets rid of it so as to be able to concentrate in the few tasks that, if 

done with excellence, will really make a difference in the results of his own job and in 

the performance of his organization. [….] The job is, however, not to set priorities. That 

is easy. Everybody can do it. The reason why so few executives concentrate is the diffi-

culty of setting “posteriorities” – that is, deciding what tasks not to tackle – and of stick-

ing to the decision. [….] Concentration – that is, the courage to impose on time and 

events his own decision as to what really matters and comes first – is the executive’s 

only hope of becoming the master of time and events instead of their whipping boy. 

(Drucker 2006b, pp.100-112) 

 

                                                      
22

 Gadiesh & Gilbert, 2001. 
23

 “Mozart was known to work on several compositions at the same time, all of them mas-

terpieces – in contrast to other composers like Bach, Händel, Haydn or Verdi for exam-

ple” (Drucker, 2006b, p.101). 
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Usually trade-offs seem to be one major hurdle. What might be a reason? One 

basic reason might be “fear”, as decisions are related to uncertainty. Therefore 

people sometimes behave very irrational, as it has been mentioned by Porter 

(1996) in context of the failure to choose: “[Making] trade-offs are frightening, 

and making no choice is sometimes preferred to risking blame for a bad 

choice.” (p. 30) In context of strategy and trade-offs Porter (1996) emphasizes 

the role of leadership: 

[….] Moreover, strong leaders willing to make choices are essential. In many companies, 

leadership has degenerated into orchestrating operational improvements and making 

deals. But the leader’s role is broader and far more important. General management is 

more than the stewardship of individual functions. Its core is strategy: defining and 

communicating the company’s unique position, making trade-offs, and forging fit among 

activities. [….] One of the leader’s jobs is to teach others in the organization about strat-

egy – and to say no. (p. 35) 

To Satisfy Stakeholders is a Constraint That Must be Lead and Managed 

“To win the loyalty of stakeholders” is said to be one major objective of any 

strategy. But what seems to be more adequate is that loyalty of stakeholder is 

more a constraint than an objective, because organizations without stakehold-

ers do simply not exist. Therefore, strategy is more about the process of dis-

covering so-called “insights”. This means, to discover insights into itself as well 

as its environment and less about planning – which is necessary in order to put 

insights into action, which might be associated with management. Furthermore, 

it seems to be very important to consider strategy development and execution 

as an interdependent system. Most insights can be discovered while business is 

running. Those insights must be taken into account in order to derive probably 

necessary change activities. (Campbell and Alexander, 1997) As “managing 

strategy is managing change” (Norton, 2012) leadership is required as well. 

Management and Leadership are equally relevant, even though the “Manage-

ment-Leadership-Ratio” is important, as illustrated in Figure 6: 
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Figure 6: Profiles of four different guiding coalitions.
24

 

Conflict must be (Pro-) Actively Managed and Used to Lever Effectiveness 

According to Weiss and Hughes (2005) conflict can lever effectiveness as well. 

Therefore management should implement and guarantee an adequate man-

agement of conflict process and culture, e.g. by considering the following rec-

ommendations: 

– Devise and implement a common method for resolving conflict.  

– Provide people with criteria for making trade-offs.  

– Use the escalation of conflict as an opportunity for coaching.  

– Establish and enforce a requirement of joint escalation.  

– Ensure that managers resolve escalated conflicts directly with their counter-

parts.  

– Make the process for escalated conflict-resolution transparent. 

Incentives must be Managed and Aligned to and Organization’s Purpose 

Drucker (2006b) highlights at least two major aspects with respect to incentives 

that might be considered as basic business realities, as to manage strategy 

means also to manage change – at the end managing people: 

                                                      
24

 Kotter, 1996, p. 60. 
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– “One has to make sure that their measurements, their standards for accom-

plishment, and their incentives are changed simultaneously. Otherwise, the 

people will get caught in a paralyzing internal emotional conflict.” (p. 138) 

– “If the greatest rewards are given for behavior contrary to that which the new 

course of action requires, then everyone will conclude that this contrary be-

havior is what the people at the top really want and are going to reward.” (p. 

139) 

The supposed business realities above might be reinforced by elements that 

have been identified by Neilson, Martin and Powers (2008) some decades later: 

– “Motivators – like performance appraisals that distinguish high, adequate, 

and low performers and rewards for fulfilling particular commitment – are al-

so important but are most effective when applied after decision rights and in-

formation flows have been addressed” (p. 145). 

– “In ineffective organizations the link between performance and rewards was 

weak” (p. 145). 

– “Execution is the result of thousands of decisions made every day by em-

ployees acting according to the information they have and their own self-

interest” (p. 143). 

3.2.2 Interdisciplinary Cooperation, Collaboration & Information Flow 

Silos are Destroying Cross-Functional and Interdisciplinary Work 

Silos are one major killer for interdisciplinary cooperation, collaboration and in-

formation flow. This violates one basic business reality: Organizations funda-

mental idea is division of labor which needs coordination, cooperation and col-

laboration as well as information flow – internal and external, e.g. by combining 

offerings with partners. Collaboration can cut costs on the one hand while simul-

taneously create higher-value solutions. Furthermore, organizational capabilities 

can be enriched, e.g. through experience with more than one product or ser-

vice, a deep knowledge of customer needs, and the ability to traverse internal 

boundaries. (Gulati, 2007) Alignment with strategy as well as coordinated cross-

organizational cooperation and collaboration are very important factors in order 

to transform strategy into results. Furthermore, it is a necessary key precondi-
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tion in order to be effective at all. (Sull, D., Homkes & Sull, C., 2015, more in-

formation in Appendix E) 

Conflict in Organizations Must be used as Lever for Effectiveness 

Conflict is essential to a team’s creative collaboration. Without differences of 

opinion, there’s no synthesis of ideas or debate about important issues. But 

when conflict is mismanaged, it destroys creative collaboration and increases 

probability of destructive organizational behavior. Conflict must be kept produc-

tive by establishing ground rules in advance for working through disagreements 

as starting point. Give team members two options: confront the conflict and 

handle it or let it go. Agree to put issues on the table as soon as they arise. 

When feedback raises tempers, don’t rush to cool things down. Instead, arrange 

team members physically to keep things from getting personal: put issues and 

ideas on a whiteboard and seat people around it in a semicircle so they’re allied 

against the conflict, not each other. Drucker (2006b) mentions in this context:  

Disagreement converts the plausible into the right and the right into the good decision. 

The effective decision-maker does not start out with the assumption that one proposed 

course of action is right and that all others must be wrong. Nor does he start out with the 

assumption, “I am right and he is wrong”. He starts out with the commitment to find out 

why people disagree. (p. 153) 

Another major aspect is that the right decision usually emerges out of a conflict 

of interests, divergent opinions, conflicting objectives. A serious consideration of 

competing alternatives might be another boundary condition (Drucker, 2006b). 

Adequate and Unfiltered Information Must Flow Cross-Organizational 

Drucker (2014) mentions the following, in the context of collaboration and infor-

mation flow, with respect to communication and individual responsibility: 

The functioning of the organization must be based on the communication and individual 

responsibility. All members have to worry about what they seek - and ensure that their 

colleagues know and understand their goals. You all need to think about what they have 

to give to others - and ensure that the others know. On the other hand, they need to 

consider what they themselves need from the others - and make sure that the others 

know what is expected of them. (p. 28) 

Therefore, it is necessary that “managers communicate the key drivers of suc-

cess, so frontline employees have the information they need to understand the 

impact of their day-to-day actions” (Neilson, Martin & Powers, 2008). The study 

of Neilson, Martin and Powers, that has been executed in 2008 shows: 
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When information does not flow horizontally across different parts of the company, units 

behave like silos, forfeiting economies of scale and the transfer of best practices. More-

over, the organization as a whole loses the opportunity to develop a cadre of up-and-

coming managers well versed in all aspects of the company’s operations. Our research 

indicates that only 21% of respondents from weak-execution companies thought infor-

mation flowed freely across organizational boundaries whereas 55% of those from 

strong execution firms did. (Neilson, Martin & Powers, 2008, p.154) 

According to Waterman, Peters and Phillips (1980), one possible reason for this 

finding might be: 

“[….] business organizations are basically large social structures with diffuse power. 

Most of the individuals who make them up have different ideas of what the business 

ought to be. The few at the top seldom agree entirely on the goals of their enterprise, let 

alone on maximization against one goal. Typically, they will not push their views so hard 

as to destroy the social structure of their enterprise and, in turn, their own power base”. 

(p. 17) 

Examples for further key requirements regarding information flow are: 

– Information must move unfiltered across the organization. 

– Certain decision rights should be pushed down to the place the problem oc-

curs and were the best available information is situated.  

– People must be clear about who needs what.25 

Essential Ingredients for Effective Cooperation and Collaboration 

Adler, Heckscher and Prusak (2011) mention the following essential ingredients 

for effective cooperation and collaboration: 

– A shared purpose must exist. 

– Infrastructure must support individuals’ to collaborate in order to cross 

spheres of influence that overlap. 

– An ethic of contribution must be established. 

– Procedures for coordination must be scalable. 

– Collaboration is both valued and rewarded. 

Definitions of coordination, cooperation and collaboration as used in context of 

this Case Study can be found in Appendix B. 

                                                      
25

 Neilson, Martin & Powers, 2008. 
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3.2.3 Decision Making, Responsibility & Accountability 

Decision making, responsibility and accountability are aggregating one major 

cornerstone of effectiveness. As (almost) every activity is just one alternative 

among a set of alternatives, employees must be enabled to choose the “right” 

alternative. It must be clear, who is responsible for executing an activity and 

who can be held accountable for the result of its execution as well as the execu-

tion itself. Typically, employees of effective organizations are clear about which 

decisions and activities they are responsible for, regarding their daily business 

as well as special assignments like programs or projects for example (Neilson, 

Martin & Powers, 2008).  

Decisions must be Split Up and Need to be converted into Action 

It is essential that decision rights are unambiguously spread throughout the or-

ganization – especially if knowledge is one of an organization’s core compe-

tences. This assumption is also shared by Drucker (2006a): 

In the modern business in which knowledge is the central resource, a few people at the 

top cannot by themselves assure success. The more business becomes a knowledge 

organization the more executives there will be whose decisions have impact on the 

whole business and its results. (p. 226) 

But, “[….] unless a decision has «degenerated into work» it is not a decision; it 

is at best a good intention” (Drucker, 2006b, p. 114). This implies that no deci-

sion has been made until the resulting activities have been completed and have 

become part of organizational behavior – even if it has been decided to do noth-

ing, there is still something to do, at least communicating the decision ade-

quately. Anyways, putting a decision into effect is the most time-consuming part 

in any decision (Drucker, 2006b). The importance of shared decision making 

might by shown, using the example of Alfred P. Sloan Jr., who designed and 

built up one of the world’s largest manufacturing enterprises of the 1920s – 

General Motors: 

The [big] business, Sloan saw, needs unity of direction and central control. It needs its 

own top management with real powers. But it equally needs energy, enthusiasm, and 

strength in operations. The operating managers have to have freedom to do things their 

own way. They have to have responsibility and the authority that goes with it. They have 

to have scope to show what they can do, and they have to get recognition for perfor-

mance. This, Sloan apparently saw right away, becomes even more important as a 

company gets older and as it has to depend on developing strong, independent per-

forming executives from within. (Drucker, 2006b, p. 120) 
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Decision Scope is Essential – In Order to Decide At All 

As every activity is just one alternative out of a set of alternatives, of course, 

every decision is just one alternative as well. The set of alternatives might be 

indefinite and usually any decision forces compromise. Nevertheless, Gadiesh 

and Gilbert (2001) underline the necessity of clear boundaries within which em-

ployees operate and experiment using a so-called “strategic principle”, which is 

a memorable, action-oriented phrase that distills an organization’s unique strat-

egy and forces trade-offs between competing resources. Specifications and 

boundary conditions are necessary to define a decision scope, because “[…] if 

one does not know what is right to satisfy the specifications and boundary con-

ditions, one cannot distinguish between the right compromise and the wrong 

compromise – and will end up by making the wrong compromise” (Drucker, 

2006b, p. 134). Roughly spoken, according to Drucker (2006b), there exist two 

metaphoric groups of compromises, which illustrate the importance of specifica-

tions and boundary conditions in order to make any and all decisions possible: 

1. “Half a loaf is better than no bread” 

2. “Half a baby is worse than no baby at all”  

This grouping helps to distinguish compromises that are “right” or “wrong” – or 

more neutral and unbiased: Compromises that match the specifications and 

boundary conditions and the ones that do not – or as Drucker (2006b) explains 

metaphorically: 

The purpose of bread is to provide food, and half a loaf is still food. Half a baby, howev-

er, does not satisfy the boundary conditions. For half a baby is not half of a living and 

growing child. It is a corpse in two pieces. (p. 135) 

Additionally, it must be clear who is responsible for which decision, who can be 

held accountable for its results and who is responsible for its de facto execution. 

If these aspects are not clarified, activity execution is uncertain and equals wait-

ing for a miracle which might cause at least one big disadvantage: “[….] the 

trouble with miracles is not, after all, that they happen rarely; it is that one can-

not rely on them” (Drucker, 2006b, p. 133). And, as mentioned in section 3.2.1

 Management & Leadership, to set priorities is necessary as especially 

time is always a scarce resource. These priorities can then be used to distin-

guish activities that are important or not important as well as urgent and not ur-
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gent. Respectively it can be decided what needs to be done first – which in-

creases effectiveness. On the other hand it must be considered that too detailed 

regulations, like specifications and boundary conditions, might end up in mi-

cromanagement and ineffectiveness, or like Drucker (2006b) is highlighting: 

 “A country with many laws is a country of incompetent lawyers,” says an old proverb. It 

is a country which attempts to solve every problem as a unique phenomenon, rather 

than as a special case under general rules of law. (p. 129) 

These requirements might highlight once more the importance of something like 

a strategic principle, as exemplarily mentioned by Gadiesh and Gilbert (2001), 

which serves (at least) as the upper border out of two extremes of the whole 

decision scope. Drucker (2006b) mentions the importance as well as the rela-

tionship between effective and ineffective decisions in context of a right or 

wrong decision scope: 

[The effective executive knows that] a decision that does not satisfy the boundary condi-

tions is ineffectual and inappropriate. It may be worse indeed than a decision that satis-

fies the wrong boundary conditions. Both will be wrong, of course. But one can salvage 

the appropriate decision for the incorrect boundary conditions. It is still an effective deci-

sion. (p. 131) 

Collis and Rukstad (2008) use the metaphoric example of iron fillings in order to 

describe organizational behavior in context of decision making and to illustrate 

the importance of a clear and comprehensible strategy statement (as mentioned 

in section 3.2.2 Interdisciplinary Cooperation, Collaboration & Information 

Flow, which might be considered as a variant for strategic principle): 

Think of a major business as a mound of 10,000 iron filings, each one representing an 

employee. If you scoop up that many filings and drop them onto a piece of paper, they’ll 

be pointing in every direction. It will be a big mess: 10,000 smart people working hard 

and making what they think are the right decisions for the company – but with the net 

result of confusion. Engineers in the R&D department are creating a product with “must 

have” features for which (as the marketing group could have told them) customers will 

not pay; the sales force is selling customers on quick turnaround times and customized 

offerings even though the manufacturing group has just invested in equipment designed 

for long production runs; and so on. (p. 83) 

Therefore, having a strategic principle or strategy statement is one of the major 

boundary conditions and specifications that need to be defined and well-

understood. As a result it aligns resources and organizational behavior, which 

allows everyone in the organization to make individual choices that reinforce 

one another. At least, it serves as a “guiding light for making difficult choices” 

(Collis & Rukstad, 2008). 
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Risk-Taking Judgement: Setting Specifications & Boundary Conditions 

Nevertheless every decision remains somehow risky and uncertain – even if an 

organization’s strategy is clear and well-understood by almost everyone. Druck-

er (2006b) highlights the aspect of risk that is related to any (especially im-

portant and complex) decision: 

Yet, defining the specifications and setting the boundary conditions cannot be done on 

the “facts” in any decision of importance. It always has to be done on interpretation. It is 

risk-taking judgment. (p. 134) 

This underpins one more trait of effective decisions: Every decision has been 

made under certain assumptions. An analysis, which is ideally considering the 

whole value chain of an organization, its environment as well as its purpose, is 

necessary. This analysis must target on an effective, appropriate and economic 

level of completeness, because “[…] the incomplete explanation is often more 

dangerous than the totally wrong explanation” (Drucker, 2006b, p. 128). In other 

words: Decisions and actions that fulfill the wrong specifications and boundary 

conditions might on the one hand still be effective and efficient as well. But on 

the other hand, results of such actions are more or less “solutions” to the “wrong 

problems”. Anyways, for decisions of high importance and a certain level of 

complexity a residual risk might always remain, because the corresponding ex-

planations – or in detail, the necessary data – do not tend to achieve full com-

pleteness. Effectiveness, appropriateness and (at least a certain degree of) 

economic efficiency might be some basic business realities that must be real-

ized by any executive. Especially important strategic decisions are more likely 

to be risky which justifies a higher level of analysis and resource concentra-

tion.26 This punctuates the importance of responsibility and accountability as 

well as a decision’s fundamental pillars: its execution, continual reflection of ef-

fectiveness and potentially emergent refinement. According to Neilson, Martin 

and Powers (2008), this results in rarely second-guessed decisions, information 

that flows through an organization to the correct stakeholders to increase effec-

tiveness of an organization’s activities – even with respect to daily business.  

                                                      
26

 This is depending on decision scope, context as well as strategic importance and ur-

gency of the related decisions. Usually scarce resources and complexity might reduce 

the level of completeness that is realistically achievable. Consequently, this increases a 

decision’s risk level. Those aspects stand in competing and inverse relationship to each 

other. 
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4 Conclusion 

As mentioned in the introduction, the main goal of this Case Study is to answer 

the following key questions (KQ): 

KQ.1 Why does effective execution matter? 

KQ.2 Which “parts” of an organization should be focused? 

KQ.3 Which are important cornerstones for effective strategy execution? 

To finally answer these questions, the findings of this Case Study are summa-

rized within the following sections.  

KQ.1 Why does effective strategy execution matter? 

Development and execution of strategy is complex, binding important re-

sources, time consuming and expensive. Both are complex – even more, as 

globalization and usage of as well as dependency on new technologies in-

creased. Strategy development and execution are necessary to create a unique 

as well as valuable position and to drive sustainability and competitive ad-

vantage. 

Effective strategy execution is reinforcing investments for strategy development 

and supports an organization’s resilience. Furthermore effective execution pre-

vents dysfunctioning of important resources as well as paralyzed and frustrated 

employees. 

Finally, effective strategy execution supports organizations in meeting their pur-

pose, their vision and mission. 

KQ.2 Which “parts” of an organization should be focused? 

“Parts” might be the wrong word: Organizations must be considered as a whole 

with its internal and external27 interdependencies. 7S may help as heuristic 

starting point to get a helicopter point of view in order to analyze malaise in or-

                                                      
27

 External interdependencies might also be called micro- and macro-environmental fac-

tors. In particular, micro-environmental factors are people, custom-

ers/partners/suppliers, competitors, publics, financiers or marketing intermediaries. 

Economic, social/cultural, demographic, political/governmental, natural, technological 

and global factors can be considered as macro-environmental factors. 
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ganizational effectiveness and to derive adequate actions that fit the specific 

organization. What might be obvious is that organizations must achieve effec-

tiveness through its activities. At least through those activities and related topics 

as represented by the key disciplines discussed within this Case Study includ-

ing all imaginable consequences. Neither systems nor structure or strategy by 

itself can achieve effective and lasting results. But if adequately applied, they 

can support, increase and foster probability of occurrence of effective and sus-

tainable results as well as efficiency.  

Paradoxically the findings mentioned in this Case Study are anything but new 

and still the most important lever for achievement of sustainable and effective 

economic success. But according to Wheatley (Finding Our Way, 2007; cited by 

Nacke, 2015)28 economy seems to be one step behind even though speed and 

technological possibilities increased dramatically over the last decades: 

We want adaptable, flexible, self-renewing, resistant, learning and intelligent organiza-

tions – features that are only found in living systems. The tension of our time is that we 

want organizations that behave like living systems, yet we only know to treat them like 

machines. (p. 3) 

As global needs and requirements usually change over time it also requires 

change in mind set, attitude and behavior. It demands high requirements on 

education and organizational responsibility as well as consideration of different 

expectations, needs and resistances of all stakeholders. In the end these are 

requirements for any employee and especially for any executive – of course for 

any college or university respectively. Accepting those requirements means that 

organizations as well as educational institutions must “[….] change the busi-

ness, its behaviors, its attitudes, its expectations – as well as its products, its 

markets, and its distributive channels – to fit the new realities” (Drucker, 2006a, 

p. 9). In other words, the following must be definitely avoided: 

We work in structures of yesterday, using methods of today, to resolve problems of to-

morrow – with people who have built the structures of yesterday in cultures of the day 

before yesterday and usually will not experience the day after tomorrow within the same 

company! (Answer of Prof. Bleicher on the question, why change in organizations is so 

difficult, no date; cited by Nacke, 2015, p. 61)
29

 

                                                      
28

 Citation translated from German to English. 
29

 Citation translated from German to English. 
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Once again, the main part that must be focused on are people that work for or-

ganizations – its staff that personifies specific core competences or skills. They 

must be led by and aligned to an organization’s purpose as well as its superor-

dinate goals while applying an organization’s individual style to fit its internal 

and external environment. All those parts are core variables of 7S:  

– Strategy 

– Structure 

– Systems 

– Style 

– Staff 

– Skills 

– Superordinate Goals 

Summing up as crux of the matter, it can be concluded that the root of effec-

tiveness might be situated within the “Soft Square” of 7S. See Appendix A for 

further details regarding this assumption. 

KQ.3 Which are important cornerstones for effective strategy execution? 

The following cornerstones (CS) emerge according to the content of the preced-

ing sections in context of effective strategy execution: 

CS.1 Organizational Alignment, Fit and Trade-Offs  

CS.2 Management and Leadership 

CS.3 Interdisciplinary Cooperation, Collaboration and Information Flow 

CS.4 Decision Making, Responsibility & Accountability 

The three key disciplines, discussed within this Case Study, must be aligned 

according to 7S and reinforce each other. Therefore requirements for 7S core 

variables30 as well as for the organization-specific interpretation (along the 7S’ 

“Soft Square”) of the key disciplines emerge accordingly. Some fundamental 

recommendations can be found within the corresponding sections of the four 

CSs.  

                                                      
30

 In detail Strategy, Structure, Systems, Style, Staff, Skills, Superordinate Goals. 
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Further Conclusions or Questions – Back to Basics 

Coming back to basic principles of management as discussed for example in 

the sections regarding “Management & Leadership” (3.2.1) and “Decision Mak-

ing, Responsibility & Accountability” (3.2.3): One major responsibility of manag-

ers is to make decisions, which – at the end – consequently makes them ac-

countable to ensure and indemnify effective strategy execution. You might ask 

“why”? The answer is, because management took the decision themselves, not 

only with respect to strategy, but also with respect to purpose, vision, mission 

and values of the organization and the employees as well as an organization’s 

relationship to the micro- and macro-environmental factors. Strategy itself 

should derive from these elements. At the end, one basic rule summarizes all 

the statements mentioned above, that has already been mentioned in section 

3.2.3: Management is responsible for and must be held accountable for execu-

tion of its decisions, because “[….] unless a decision has «degenerated into 

work» it is not a decision; it is at best a good intention” (Drucker, 2006b, p. 114). 

Therefore, decisions that have been taken must result in actions that must be 

completed and that must meet the boundary conditions, which might be in detail 

an organization’s purpose, its internal and external environments, and some 

potential business realities, like effectiveness, appropriateness or at least a cer-

tain degree of economic efficiency. Consequently imposed changes must be 

integrated as part of organizational behavior. Finally a constantly checking of 

interpretation against the concrete is essential to change direction if necessary. 

As strategies generally tend to be more or less ineffective, it may be hypothe-

sized that managers tend to violate these basic principles – unfortunately. This 

issue remains another unanswered “why” within this Case Study. But, can high 

complexity be resolved that simple? According to complexity classes which are 

relevant in Complexity Theory and Theoretical Information Technology, this 

would mean that either the solution is wrong or the “problem” is not as complex 

as initially assumed, because an algorithm has been found that resolves the 

problem more efficiently. For the moment, this leads to one final question… 

Entitlement: Completeness? 

Of course, the recommendations in the sections regarding the identified key 

disciplines do not have the entitlement to be complete. There exist thou-
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sands of books, articles with partially more or less different basic attitudes, par-

adigms or philosophies focusing on different key disciplines and organizational 

knowledge. Therefore, this Case Study tries to provide a permeable frame. A 

combination of some selected business realities with core principles of major 

key disciplines and results of studies executed by established and trustworthy 

organizations. They can be considered as starting points for analysis and opti-

mization. Additionally it has to be mentioned that the materialized changes of 

activities itself depend on interpretation of a specific organization, according to 

its purpose, vision, mission and value system. Once again, they depend on in-

terpretation and realization of 7S’ “soft square” and usage of its “Hard Triangle”. 

Finally “the organization” is just an abstraction layer that might be considered as 

the combination of its main ingredients: Humans – more than effectiveness. 

The reader might criticize that this document is no classic Case Study. I would 

agree on that. This document is more an article, based on literature research 

influenced by personal knowledge and professional experiences. Additionally it 

may be criticized that literature research strongly focuses on literature of Har-

vard Business Review or related authors, like Peter Drucker or Michael Porter. 

Even though these critics are doubtless reasonable at least the sub-goal of this 

Case Study should be reached: Providing a spotlight on generally valid busi-

ness realities and a set of key disciplines that might be adapted to any organi-

zation. At the end, an organization must decide by itself whose opinion, para-

digm or philosophy it wants to follow in order to derive, define and execute the 

right things to do.  

Figure 1 in the Executive Summary illustrates and summarizes the find-

ings, recommendations and conclusions as abstraction that emerged ac-

cording to this Case Study.  
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…Start with the Man in the Mirror! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 “Effectiveness is, after all, not a «subject», but a self-

discipline.”  

(Drucker, 2006b, p. 166)31 

  

                                                      
31

 To my mind one major aspect, that is a must have competence for each executive, 

manager and leader. At a minimum it is one major aspect of what they are basically 

paid for. 
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Appendix 

A McKinsey 7-S Framework  

A.1 7S in a Nutshell 

 

Figure 7: Core Variables of McKinsey 7-S Framework
32

 

“Helicopter View” of an Organization and Dynamic Relationships 

Since its development at the end of the 70s and beginning of the 80s, 7S “[...] 

repeatedly demonstrated its usefulness both in diagnosing the causes of organ-

izational malaise and in formulating programs for improvement [….] effective 

organizational change is really the relationship between structure, strategy, sys-

tems, style, skills, staff, and something we call superordinate goals”  (Water-

man, Peters & Phillips, 1980, p. 17). The framework itself does neither dictate a 

specific hierarchy nor any specific starting point for analysis. This seems to be 

comprehensible and necessary, as each organization and its maturity might be 

different, “it isn't obvious which of the seven factors will be the driving force in 

changing a particular organization at a particular point in time” (Waterman, Pe-

                                                      
32

 Peters, 2011. 
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ters & Phillips, 1980, p. 19). Consequently, 7S itself does not suggest, what ex-

actly has to be done to successfully execute strategy, but it offers an “«helicop-

ter view» of a whole organization” (Weber, 1998, p. 1) as well as elements that 

distinctively exist in any organization and that must be considered intertwined in 

order to identify important levers and to improve effectiveness. As the frame-

work covers virtually all major internal high-level aspects of any organization, “at 

a minimum, it gives us a deeper bag in which to collect our experiences” (Wa-

terman, Peters & Phillips, 1980, p. 25). 

The “Hard Triangle” and “Soft Square” 

The seven core variables are classified as “Hard S” and “Soft S”. The hard vari-

ables are strategy, structure and systems. These three variables are usually 

tangible and concrete. Therefore they are easier to identify and generally doc-

umented e.g. using strategy statements, corporate plans or organizational 

charts. Style, skills, staff, and superordinate goals are considered as “Soft S”. 

These “Soft S” variables are hardly tangible or concrete and therefore more dif-

ficult to realize and usually more difficult and time consuming to change. Ele-

ments like capabilities, values and elements of corporate culture, for example, 

are continuously developing within an organization as time and reality changes 

constantly. Central idea of 7S is that the key for organizational effectiveness lies 

in interaction of all core variables. (Springer Gabler Verlag, no date) In other 

words, as Waterman, Peters and Phillips are summarizing: 

A shift in systems, a major retraining program for staff, or the generation of top-to-bottom 

enthusiasm around a new superordinate goal could take years. Changes in strategy and 

structure, on the surface, may happen more quickly. But the pace of real change is 

geared to all seven S's. (p. 26) 

On which Topics is 7S Usually Applied? 

The McKinsey 7-S Framework can be used to almost any organizational, team 

or project effectiveness issue. For instance, it may be used to: 

– Improve the performance of a company. 

– Examine the likely effects of future changes within a company. 

– Align departments and processes during a merger or acquisition. 

– Determine how best to implement a proposed strategy. 
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Usually, ineffectiveness results from inconsistency between the seven core var-

iables. These inconsistencies must be eliminated, the underlying elements – 

subsequently – must be adjusted and aligned within an iterative (and often time 

consuming) process. Impacts must then be reanalyzed, where required, further 

actions must be defined and executed. Finally it can be made sure that all the 

internal elements are contributing to the superordinate goals. (Nyman, 2009) 

How to find the Root of Effectiveness – the Cultural Iceberg 

 

Figure 8: The Cultural Iceberg - How Things Really Get Done
33

 

As mentioned by Lombriser (2014), the “rules of the cultural iceberg” imply that 

effectiveness means more than strategy, structure and systems. The cultural 

iceberg can also be applied on 7S: 

 

Figure 9: 7S and the Cultural Iceberg.
34

 

This leads to the assumption that: The root of effectiveness is not situated at the 

peak of the iceberg. The root might be found within the “Soft Square” of 7S. 

                                                      
33

 Herman, 1970; cited by Lombriser, 2014. 
34

 According to Peters & Waterman 1983; cited by Lombriser, 2014.   
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A.2 Core Variable Definition 

Table 3: McKinsey 7-S Framework - Core Variables and Meanings
35

 

Core Variable Meaning 

Strategy The positioning and actions planned and taken by an enterprise, in re-
sponse to or anticipation of changes in its external environment, its cus-
tomers, its competitors. Strategy is the way a company aims to improve 
its position vis-a-vis competition and is intended to achieve sustainable 
competitive advantage; this includes for example a systematic resource 
allocation. 

Structure The organizational structure, in detail the way in which tasks and people 
are specialized and divided, as well as how authority is distributed or how 
tasks are delegated; how activities and reporting relationships are 
grouped; and the mechanisms by which activities in the organization are 
coordinated. It trades off specialization and integration. It decentralizes 
and then recentralizes. 

Systems The formal and informal procedures used to manage the organization and 
support organizational processes for daily business, including manage-
ment control systems; performance measurement and reward systems; 
planning, budgeting, and resource allocation systems; and management 
information systems. 

Style The (leadership) style of managers: how they spend their time, what they 
focus attention on, what questions they ask of employees, how they make 
decisions. Also the organizational culture: the dominant values and be-
liefs, the norms, the conscious and unconscious symbolic acts taken by 
leaders (job titles, dress codes, informal meetings with employees, and 
executive “perks” such as executive dining rooms and corporate jets). It 
contains on the one hand such elements that are given and/or exemplified 
by management; on the other hand such elements that historically 
emerged. 

Staff36 The people, their backgrounds and competencies; how the organization 
recruits, selects, trains, socializes, pays, appraises, promotes, and man-
ages the careers of employees. It also includes morale, attitude, motiva-
tion, behavior and demography of a company’s employees. 

Skills The distinctive and characterizing competencies, dominating attributes or 
capabilities of the organization as a whole (corporate skills): what it does 
best along such dimensions as people, management practices, process-
es, systems, technology, and customer relationships. 

Superordinate 
Goals37 

The core or fundamental ideas and set of values (often unwritten) that are 
widely shared in the organization and serve as (future) guiding principles 
of what is important and that go beyond conventional statements of cor-
porate objectives; vision, mission, and values statements that provide a 
broad sense of purpose and stability for all employees and how the or-
ganization wants to express itself to leave its own mark. Superordinate 
goals are like the basic postulates in a mathematical system and must be 
shared by the great majority of the organization. 

                                                      
35

 Adapted according to Bradach (1996); Kaplan (2005); Springer Gabler Verlag (no date); 

Waterman, Peters & Phillips (1980).  
36

 “Staff” is also designated as “People”. 
37

 “Superordinate Goals” are also designated as “Shared Values” or “Culture”. 
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B Definitions 

B.1 Coordination 

Definition 

Coordination can mean (1) the process of organizing people or groups so that 

they work together properly and well, (2) the process of causing things to be the 

same or to go together well or (3) the ability to move different parts of your body to-

gether well or easily.38 

 

In context of this Case Study, meaning (1) is relevant. 

B.2 Cooperation 

Definition 

Cooperation can mean (1) a situation in which people work together to do some-

thing or (2) the actions of someone who is being helpful by doing what is wanted 

or asked for.39 

 

In context of this Case Study, meaning (1) and (2) are relevant. 

B.3 Collaboration 

Definition 

“To collaborate” can mean (1) to work with another person or group in order to 

achieve or do something or (2) to give help to an enemy who has invaded your 

country during a war.40 

 

In context of this Case Study, meaning (1) is relevant. Meaning (2) might be 

metaphorically adapted to the business context. 

                                                      
38

 According to Merriam-Webster Incorporated (no date). 
39

 According to Merriam-Webster Incorporated (no date). 
40

 According to Merriam-Webster Incorporated (no date). 
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C Any Consulting AG: An Example for Ineffectiveness? 

Any Consulting AG41 is an IT service provider, established in Switzerland during 

the 90s. Its primary target markets are Switzerland, Austria and Germany. It 

provides IT services for a wide range of technology independent business are-

as, disciplines and branches. The high-level core competences of Any Consult-

ing AG can be summarized as follows: 

– IT Consulting 

– System Integration 

– IT Services 

– Solution Engineering 

– Training 

About 16 years ago, Any Consulting AG entered the IT Service Management 

(ITSM) market, providing different managed outsourcing solutions. As the IT 

Service Management market increased, because usage of IT systems became 

more and more important for the whole economy during the last decades, Any 

Consulting AG decided to strategically focus ITSM, the so-called “Recurring 

Business”. In order to enlarge ITSM maturity, professional appearance and 

sales, some years ago, Any Consulting AG established a new spin-off special-

ized in ITSM, called Any Services AG.  

The management team of Any Services AG consists of three people with strong 

sales background and sales orientation. Additionally, five other people worked 

for Any Services AG during the start-up phase: 

– 2 Senior Business Development Manager: Former consultants and team 

leads with engineering backgrounds in software engineering, database en-

gineering and ITSM. 

– 2 Senior Service Managers: Former database engineering consultants with 

backgrounds in ITSM as well. 

– 1 Solution Engineer: Former software engineering consultant with back-

ground in ITSM as well. 

 

                                                      
41

 Names and dates have been modified by the author for reasons of de-personalization. 
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Apologies, it is just another example… 

I decided to stop talking about this example, as it would be just “another of 

those stories” that would simply illustrate the findings of this Case Study. The 

details of those experiences shall remain where they are. Nevertheless, those 

experiences have been effective input for self-reflection and to derive self-

management-actions in order to increase the chance of better fitting the new 

realities… 
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D Findings of Neilson, Martin & Powers 

D.1 What Matters Most to Strategy Execution 

 

Figure 10: What Matters Most to Strategy Execution
42

 

                                                      
42

 Neilson, Martin & Powers, 2008. 
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D.2 17 Traits of Most Effective Organizations 

Table 4: 17 Fundamental Traits of Organizational Effectiveness
43

 

  

                                                      
43

 Neilson, Martin & Powers, 2008. 
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D.3 Some Simple Tactics 

 

Figure 11: Some Simple Tactics for Improvement
44

 

  

                                                      
44

 Neilson, Martin & Powers, 2008. 
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E Findings of Sull, Homkes, Sull 

The following illustrations have been extracted from the presentation related 

with the article of Sull, Homkes and Sull (2015) which can be purchased on 

hbr.org. 

E.1 Myth No. 1: Execution Equals Alignment 

 

Figure 12: Myth No.1 - Execution Equals Alignment. 

E.2 Myth No. 2: Execution Means Sticking to the Plan 

 

Figure 13: Myth No.2 - Execution Means Sticking to the Plan. 
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E.3 Myth No. 3: Communication Equals Understanding 

 

Figure 14: Myth No.3 – Communication Equals Understanding. 

E.4 Myth No. 4: A Performance Culture Drives Execution 

 

Figure 15: Myth No.4 – A Performance Culture Drives Execution 
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E.5 Myth No. 5: Execution Should Be Driven from the Top 

 

Figure 16: Myth No.5 – Execution Should Be Driven from the Top. 

. 
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